What Shall We Discuss?
Below are descriptions of my seven popular offerings, which can be tailored to meet your needs,
from a 90-minute interactive workshop to half-day seminars:

Powerful Writing – The Lifeblood for Successful Organizations
Infuse Business Products with Clarity, Focus, Direction, and Purpose




Compose reports – crisp, concise, and convincing – devoid of bureaucratic gibberish
Professional, polished, and effective email … What a grand idea!
Write and deliver presentations that are focused and compelling

Time is money – unintelligible writing wastes it and is corrosive to goals of growing a business,
managing a large organization, or effectively operating our government. Private business, NGOs,
corporations working with the government, and government staff can all benefit from this cut-tothe-case … write clearly … presentation.

Write to Influence! – The Fundamentals
Put Your Writing on a Diet – Expunge the Fat to Write Powerful Sentences




Learn to write powerful, no-nonsense sentences that pack a punch
10 Word Sculpting tools to trim useless words, sequence thoughts, and avoid gibberish
Gain clarity, focus, and precision to better make your case and influence the customer

Grabbing and keeping the reader’s attention begins at the sentence-level – building blocks for an
influential product. Powerful sentence followed by powerful sentence is akin to a boxer delivering
blows … right/left … right/left. If written well, the reader is left figuratively breathless, nodding in
agreement with your points. Suited for middle school, high school, and college students.

“Abracadabra” – Words Really Do Open Doors … to Opportunity!
Write to Win Grants, Fellowships, Scholarships, Bid Proposals and More




Learn to structure and organize your message for maximum impact
Identify, quantify, and showcase hard-hitting facts to make your case
6 strategies to compose products to gain that competitive edge and clinch the deal

Sway the reader to your point of view. Present a case that is well organized, powerful, and compelling.
Your ability – or inability – to write often tips the balance between success and failure. Master this
skill to open the door when opportunity knocks!
To contact Carla – carladbass@aol.com
www.carladbass.com
www.facebook.com/carla.bass.79
540-364-2946

